
EIC provides a very important platform for existing and potential EU investors in 
Kosovo to active engage in addressing short-term and long-term structural goals 
for a better economic environment in Kosovo. The Council allows hearing the 
voices of all its members and works in partnership with the EUR office in Kosovo, 
together with other important stakeholders in the public and private sector. As a 
result, summarizing input actions in documents like the White Book, assisting the 
legal and regulatory framework, synchronizing action with other operating 
chambers of commerce in Kosovo, has the potential to bring progress and to make 
the voices of all EU investors in Kosovo heard. It is a unique and privileged 
opportunity to be part of the EIC board and to influence strategic objectives and 
reforms for the country- Eriola Bibolli, Member of the Board of EIC. 
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He criticizes the prolongation in approving the 
economic recovery package. Despite the fact that this 
document is not perfect, he believes that it can provide 
a great assistance for businesses. “I wonder how our 
lawmakers make political calculations, and act 
irresponsible towards the country and enterprises 
which are a backbone of the economy of the country, 

they are postponing indefinitely the aid for businesses,” 
says Ramajli, and in the name of EIC he invites political 
parties to find a political consensus that would help the 
country to overcome the recession. 

Visar Ramajli is a successful entrepreneur in Kosovo. He 
manages KIVO, a company that manufactures plastic 
bags, and with the qualitative work, his company has 
managed to export 100% of the production in to the EU 
market. The company is now number one exporter in 
Kosovo. Which are the consequences of the second wave of 

coronavirus? 

The damage caused by the pandemic is evident, and 
Mr. Ramajli says that some sectors were hit harder. “We 
can see that our members and businesses in general are 
struggling to survive, and the future will be much harder 
as the pandemic hasn’t reached its end,” he says. By 
weakening purchasing power turnovers have declined 
in all sectors with no exception. Therefore, Mr. Ramalji 
suggests that the state should give a hand to 
businesses. 

He states that in coordination with other economic 
chambers in Kosovo (KCC, AmCham Kosovo, KDWV) 
they addressed concerns of companies, and together 
they became a strong voice of businesses. According 
to him at the beginning of the cris is,  these 
organizations have done a great job, but changes in 
the political structures interrupted their work, and now 
with new institutions established, they continued 
regular meetings. 

“Since the moment I became the head of the board of 
EIC, it hasn’t been the best period, as the pandemic has 
caused many problems to our members and for the 
organization as well, making our work harder. All 
activities that included physical presence had to be 
canceled, including the regular EIC activities. 
Nevertheless, the council has played a crucial role 
during the pandemic, in addressing requirements and 
needs of our members towards the government,” says 
Mr. Ramajli. 

Mr. Ramajli, took over the lead of EIC board, a year ago, 
and in our second volume of the EIC newsletter, we are 
bringing to you his experience with EIC and challenges 
faced during pandemic COVID19. 

The second wave of coronavirus spread in Europe, 
inevitably is affecting businesses in Kosovo, in 
particular, those exporting to Europe. According to 
Visar Ramajli, the drop in demand from the EU market 
varies from 30% up to 60% and this puts businesses into 
an abyss, which could lead to bankruptcy. “This means 
for Kosovo a great loss,” he says.  

In the case of Kosovo, the impact is huge, having in 
consideration the fragile economy the country has. 

The head of the board of EIC, recommends a new 
economic strategy for development in Kosovo, which 
would help the country in recovering and creating a 
sustainable development. “The moves taken by 
governmental institutions and other relevant actors for 
economic development, up until now didn’t have 
positive impact. From FDI perspective, Kosovo has the 
lowest percentage compared to others. At the same 
time, the structure of foreign investments neither 
creates long-term sustainability nor does it create 
stable jobs. From 2007, there were 3.2 billion Euros 
Foreign Direct Investments in Kosovo and 70% of these 
investments went to constructions. The negative trade 
balance needs to changes, says in the end of the 
interview, Visar Ramajli, the head of the board of EIC 
and an entrepreneur from Kosovo.

Mr. Ramajli, you became the chairman of EIC board a 
year ago, how was this experience for you having in 
mind that EIC has under its umbrella over 20 large 
European businesses? 

“If this trend continues, there will be employment 
shortage, and in worst cases companies will shut down, 
with no hope of returning to Kosovo. And this will 
become a burden for the national economy”–Visar 
Ramajli. 

 missions in Kosovo, international financial institutions 
in Kosovo, representative of Economic Chambers in 
Kosovo, in this meeting were invited as well 
representatives of European Investors Council. The 
main theme of this virtual meeting was the New 
Package for Economic Recovery 20/21. On this 
occasion, the Economic Chambers repeated their 
recommendations for the crucial economic sectors in 
the country. Furthermore, the discussion included the 
fiscal policies and emergency measures that should be 

National Economic and Investment Council, part of 
Kosovo’s PM’s office, held a virtual meeting with 
representatives of business sector in Kosovo. In the 
meeting were present, representatives of the 
Government of Republic of Kosovo, diplomatic

EIC participates in the meeting organized by National 
Economic and Investment Council 

European Investors Council represented by Mrs. Eriola 
Bibolli in the capacity of EIC - EU Relation Director and 
Mr. Emrush Ujkani Executive Director of EIC, took part in 
the meeting organized, by European Commission and 
EU Office in Kosovo. The purpose of the meeting was to 
discuss on the current state of the Kosovo’s economy, 
in light of the upcoming Economic Reform Program, 
starting in January 2021. During this meeting it was 
reconfirmed once again that this year’s analysis shares 
number of similarities with the conclusions that were 
adopted over the past years, namely that Kosovo’s 
economy main hurdles, such as: increasing activity 
and employment levels; aligning education outcomes 
to labour market needs; searching renewable and 
energy saving potentials and fully opening the energy 
market, and increasing the formal economic activity. 
EIC reaffirmed its readiness to offer its contribution to a 
fair assessment of the current economic situation in 
the country. Present in this meeting were also other 
business associations in Kosovo.

EIC seeks from Kosovo Customs more facilities in 
export and import for European investors

EIC takes part in the meeting organized by EC and EU 
Office in Kosovo, themes:

Drejtuesit e Këshillit të Investitorëve Evropian, gjatë 
nëntorit kanë zhvilluar takim me U.D. të drejtorit të 

In November, heads of the European Investors Council 
in Kosovo met with Acting Director of Kosovo Customs 
Mr. Bajram Rexha.  During the meeting, the Director of 
the Board Mr. Visar Ramajli and the Executive Director 
of the EIC Mr. Emrush Ujkani, presented to the head of 

Kosovo Customs the need to do more in protecting the 
trademarks of operators and distributors of foreign 
products. In this meeting the professional work of 
Kosovo Customs was praised, in offering good services 
for all operators and for offering support to exporters 
by facilitating procedures in export and import.  By 
thanking the head of Kosovo Customs for the 
cooperation in advancing the position of foreign 
investors in Kosovo, leaders of EIC seek for the support 
in reducing the insurance burden on producers who 
undergo the inward processing procedure for the 
export destination. During this meeting representative 
of EIC were informed that Kosovo has made progress in 
exports, and the largest percentage of exported 
produced are destined for the EU market, assuring a 
sustainable economic partnership. In is considered 
that the SAA agreement has significantly helped in 
increasing the exports  of  Kosovo products. 

European Economic Reform Program and Kosovo’s 
economy

November 24th,  2020

November 16th, 2020 

KIE tregon gatishmëri për të ndihmuar institucionet 
shtetore të Kosovës për të adresuar planin për 
rimëkëmbje 

Si pjesë të misionit të tij, Këshilli i Investitorëve Evropian, 
është duke vazhduar bashkëpunimin me institucionet 
shtetore të Kosovës, me qëllim që të adresoj prioritet e 
sektorit privat edhe interesat e përbashkëta. Kryetari i 
bordit të KIE z. Visar Ramajli dhe drejtori ekzekutiv z. 
Emrush Ukjani, kanë pasur takim me Ministren e 
Financiave z. Hikmete Bajrami, me të cilën kanë 
diskutuar për krizën aktuale të shkaktuar nga Covid 19, 
dhe për pakon për rimëkëmbje ekonomike. Në këtë 
aspekt, KIE ka treguar gatishmërinë e saj për të 
ndihmuar ministrinë dhe institucionet e tjera relevante, 
duke iu ofruar rekomandime për pakon emergjente 
dhe për pakon për rimëkëmbje ekonomike. “Ne si këshill 
jemi të interesuar që të jemi pjesë e cdo forumi dhe 
diskutimi që ka të bëjë me zhvillimin ekonomik të 
vendit,” është thënë nga përfaqësuesit e KIE, në këtë 
takim. 

KIE kërkon nga Dogana e Kosovës  më shumë lehtësime 
për investitorët evropian në eksport dhe import  

 ekzekutiv z. Emrush Ujkani kanë paraqitur nevojen që 
Doganat e Kosovës të bëjnë më shumë në mbrojtje të 
drejtave të markës tregtare dhe të operatorëve 
distributorë të produkteve të importuara. Në këtë takim 
është vlerësuar puna profesionale e Doganave të 
Kosovës në ofrim të shërbimeve për të gjithë operatorët 
dhe në mbështetje të eksportuesve duke iu lehtësuar 
procedurat për ekport dhe  import. Duke falenderuar 
udhëheqësin e Doganave të Kosovës për bashkëpunim 
në avancimin e pozitës së investitorëve të huaj në 
Kosovë, drejtuesin e KIE gjithashtu kanë kërkuar 
mbështetje për ulje e barrës së sigurimit për prodhuesit 
të cilët i nënshtrohen procedurës së përpunimit të 
brendshëm me destinim eksportin. Gjatë këtij takimi, 
përfaqësuesit e KIE u njoftuan se Kosova ka shënuar 
progres në eksport, dhe përqindja më e madhe e 
prodhimeve te destinuara  për në tregun e Bashkimit 
Evropian, duke garantuar partneritet të qëndrueshëm 
ekonomik. U vlerësua se MSA ka ndihmuar dukshëm në 
rritje të eksportit të produkteve të Kosovës.

KIE merr pjesë në takimin e Këshillit Kombëtar për 
Ekonomi dhe Investime

?? Nëntor 2020

Këshilli Kombëtar për Ekonomi dhe Investime, në 
kuadër të zyres së kryeministrit të Kosovës ka mbajtur 
takim virtual me përfaqësues të sektorit të biznesit në 

Kosovë. Në takim morën pjesë perfaqesues nga 
qeveria e Republikes se Kosoves, misionet diplomatike 
të huaja, instiucionet ndërkombëtare financiare në 
Kosovë, si dhe përfaqesuesit e odave ekonomike në 
vend, ku kanë qenë të ftuar edhe përfaqësues të 
Këshillit të Investitorëve Evropian. Temë bosht e këtij 
takimi virtual ka qenë Pakoja e Re për Rimëkëmbje 
Ekonomike 20/21, me këtë rast Odat Ekonomike kanë 
ripërsëritur rekomandimet e dhëna lidhur me sektorë të

 rëndësishëm ekonomik në vend. Tutje u diskutua për 
reformat në politikat fiskale si dhe masat urgjente që 
duhet të adresohen në kuader të planit të rimëkëmbjes 
ekonomike. Këshilli i Investitorëve Evropian, që nga 
fillimi i krizës së shkaktuar nga pandemia ka qenë i 
përfshirë në mënyrë aktive dhe bashkëpunuese me 
qeverinë dhe institucionet e tjera në adresim të drejt të 
cështjeve që janë urgjencë për sektorin privat të 
biznesit. KIE shprehen të vendosur të ofrojnë 
kontributin e tyre në hartimin e planeve nacionale dhe 
pakos së re për rimëkëmbje ekonomike, si dhe më krijim 
të lehtësirave për të bërë biznes në Kosovë. Së shpejti 
KIE do t’u dorëzoj institucioneve relevante vendore 
“White Book 2021” që është një document strategjik.

Drejtuesit e Këshillit të Investitorëve Evropian, gjatë 
nëntorit kanë zhvilluar takim me U.D. të drejtorit të 
Doganave të Kosovës, z. Bajram Rexha. Gjatë këtij 
takimi, drejtori i bordit z. Visar Ramajli dhe drejtori

Këshilli i Investitorëve Evropian i përfaqësuar nga znj. 
Eriola Bibolli, në kapacitetin e drejtoreshës për 
marrëdhënie KIE-BE dhe z. Emrush Ujkani, drejtor 
ekzekutiv i KIE, morën pjesë në një takim virtual të 
organizuar nga Komisioni Evropian dhe zyra e BE-së në 
Kosovë. Qëllimi i takimit ishte që të diskutohet mbi 
gjendjen aktuale ekonomike në Kosovë, dhe njëherësh 
ky takim i paraprinë Programit për Reformë Ekonomik 
që fillon në janar të vitit 2021. Gjatë këtij takimi është 
rikonfirmuar edhe një herë se analiza për këtë vit ka 
ngjashmëri me konkluzionet e dhëna përgjatë viteve të 
kaluara, përkatësisht duke numruar pengesat kryesore 
për ekonominë e Kosovës, sic janë: rritja e aktivitetit 
ekonomik dhe punësimit, përshtatja e shkollimit me 
kërkesat e tregut, kërkimi për energji të ripërtrishme 
dhe kursim të energjisë, dhe hapja e plotë e tregut të 
energjisë, si dhe rritja e aktivitetit formal ekonomik. KIE 
ka rikonfirmuar gatishmërinë për të ofruar kontributin e 
tij si dhe të bëjë vlerësim të drejt të gjendjes ekonomike 
në vend. Të pranishëm në këtë takim ishin edhe 
asociacione të tjera të biznesit në Kosovë. 

KIE merr pjesë në takimin e KE dhe Zyra e BEsë në 
Kosovë, temat: Programi i Reformës Ekonomike dhe 
ekonomia e Kosovës 

16 nëntor, 2020 

Kosovo Customs, National Economic and Investment Council, 
EC dhe EU O�ce
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Virtual meeting of EIC with NCEI

EIC meeting with acting director of the Kosovo customs z.Bajram Rexha
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EIC meets the minister of finance Mrs.Hykmete Bajrami

The head of the Board of EIC, Mr. Visar Ramajli and the 
Executive Director, Mr. Emrush Ujkani had a meeting 
with the Minister of Finance, Mrs. Hykmete Bajrami, 
with whom they discussed the current crisis caused by 
Covid19, and the Economic Recovery Package. In this 
regard, EIC has expressed its readiness to assist the 
ministry and other relevant institutions, by giving its 
recommendations on the Emergency Package and 
the Economic Recovery Package. “We as a Council are 
interested in being part of every forum and discussion 
related to the economic development of our country,” 
said EIC representatives during this meeting. 

introduced in the Economic Recovery Plan. From the 
beginning of the crisis caused by the pandemic, the 
European Investors Council was actively involved and 
cooperative with the government and other relevant 
institutions in addressing right emergency issues for 
the private business sector. EIC is determined to offer 
its contribution in drafting National Plans and the New 
Economic Package, and also in creating facilities in 
doing business in Kosovo. Very soon, EIC will deliver to 
relevant institutions the “White Book 2021” which is a 
strategic document. 

As part of its mission, the European Investors Council 
(EIC) is continuing its cooperation with Kosovo state 
institutions in addressing priorities of the private sector 
and the common interest. 

EIC shows its readiness to assist Kosovo State 
Institutions in addressing recovery plan

Ministry of Finance
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Interview with Visar Ramajli, the head of the board of EIC 

Visar Ramajli is a successful entrepreneur in Kosovo. He 
manages KIVO, a company that manufactures plastic 
bags, and with the qualitative work, his company has 
managed to export 100% of the production in to the EU 
market. The company is now number one exporter in 
Kosovo. 

Mr. Ramajli, took over the lead of EIC board, a year ago, 
and in our second volume of the EIC newsletter, we are 
bringing to you his experience with EIC and challenges 
faced during pandemic COVID19. 

Mr. Ramajli, you became the chairman of EIC board a 
year ago, how was this experience for you having in 
mind that EIC has under its umbrella over 20 large 
European businesses? 

“Since the moment I became the head of the board of 
EIC, it hasn’t been the best period, as the pandemic has 
caused many problems to our members and for the 
organization as well, making our work harder. All 
activities that included physical presence had to be 
canceled, including the regular EIC activities. 
Nevertheless, the council has played a crucial role 
during the pandemic, in addressing requirements and 
needs of our members towards the government,” says 
Mr. Ramajli. 

He states that in coordination with other economic 
chambers in Kosovo (KCC, AmCham Kosovo, KDWV) 
they addressed concerns of companies, and together 
they became a strong voice of businesses. According 
to him at the beginning of the cris is,  these 
organizations have done a great job, but changes in 
the political structures interrupted their work, and now 
with new institutions established, they continued 
regular meetings. 

The damage caused by the pandemic is evident, and 
Mr. Ramajli says that some sectors were hit harder. “We 
can see that our members and businesses in general are 
struggling to survive, and the future will be much harder 
as the pandemic hasn’t reached its end,” he says. By 
weakening purchasing power turnovers have declined 
in all sectors with no exception. Therefore, Mr. Ramalji 
suggests that the state should give a hand to 
businesses. 

The head of the board of EIC, recommends a new 
economic strategy for development in Kosovo, which 
would help the country in recovering and creating a 
sustainable development. “The moves taken by 
governmental institutions and other relevant actors for 
economic development, up until now didn’t have 
positive impact. From FDI perspective, Kosovo has the 
lowest percentage compared to others. At the same 
time, the structure of foreign investments neither 
creates long-term sustainability nor does it create 
stable jobs. From 2007, there were 3.2 billion Euros 
Foreign Direct Investments in Kosovo and 70% of these 
investments went to constructions. The negative trade 
balance needs to changes, says in the end of the 
interview, Visar Ramajli, the head of the board of EIC 
and an entrepreneur from Kosovo.

The second wave of coronavirus spread in Europe, 
inevitably is affecting businesses in Kosovo, in 
particular, those exporting to Europe. According to 
Visar Ramajli, the drop in demand from the EU market 
varies from 30% up to 60% and this puts businesses into 
an abyss, which could lead to bankruptcy. “This means 
for Kosovo a great loss,” he says.  

Which are the consequences of the second wave of 
coronavirus? 

In the case of Kosovo, the impact is huge, having in 
consideration the fragile economy the country has. 

“If this trend continues, there will be employment 
shortage, and in worst cases companies will shut down, 
with no hope of returning to Kosovo. And this will 
become a burden for the national economy”–Visar 
Ramajli. 

He criticizes the prolongation in approving the 
economic recovery package. Despite the fact that this 
document is not perfect, he believes that it can provide 
a great assistance for businesses. “I wonder how our 
lawmakers make political calculations, and act 
irresponsible towards the country and enterprises 
which are a backbone of the economy of the country, 

they are postponing indefinitely the aid for businesses,” 
says Ramajli, and in the name of EIC he invites political 
parties to find a political consensus that would help the 
country to overcome the recession. 
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This has been a hard year worldwide, in all aspects; the 
economy experienced a shock, banking sector was 
considered the least affected, but yet it has 
experienced challenges which can be divided in two 
stages. In our third edition of EIC Newsletter we are 
bringing to you the opinion of our member of the board 
of the EIC, and the deputy CEO at Pro Credit Bank, Mrs. 
Eriola Bibolli. 

Asked how the banking sector was affected by the 
Covid19 crisis, Mrs. Bibolli says that banking sector so 
far has been among the least affected, which can be 
correlated with its financial viability created in the 
recent years, much earlier than the crisis. “However, it 
should be taken into account that the real costs of the 
banking sector cannot be yet estimated and are 
expected to materialize in 2021, when moratorium 
offered to affected borrowers expires,” she expresses 
her concerns. 

There have been several months that we have all been 
spectators of an unprecedented crisis caused by 
coronavirus pandemic, posing enormous social and 
economic burden and a challenge even for the 
soundest and the most economically developed 
countries. Fragile countries like Kosovo, with a brittle 
economic model, facing massive lockdowns, “closed” 
borders and limited safety nets, have been affected 
most severely. This is how Covid 19 crisis is perceived by 
Eriola Bibolli, the General Manager of one of the largest 
banks in Kosovo, Pro Credit Bank. 

“With a hibernating economy, suffering businesses 
and households, limited and delayed public policy 
response, banking sector in general and Pro Credit Bank 
in particular had a role to play in getting the economy 
back on track—among others, by providing credit to 
affected businesses,” she says. 

In order to effectively support the economic recovery, 
banks have to be resilient and healthy and ProCredit 
Bank Kosovo entered to crisis in a healthy and solid 
state with sound liquidity and capital buffers already 
build over years prior to the crisis, she confirms. “This 
enabled a rapid initial response to the crisis and a 
proactive role in supporting the private sector in the 
months to follow.  Nevertheless, the bank was not 
immune to the crisis effects,” she says. 

• The new economic recovery package can 
raise the confidence of banks and increase lending. 

While the crisis caused by the pandemic is deepening 
globally, in Kosovo the economic recovery plan has 
been stagnated as a legal process; as such it is 
expected to have an extreme impact in the economy. 
Kosovo is not beneficiary of any international financial 
subsidy as other countries part of EU are and 
businesses are constrained in their ability to obtain 
financial support very much needed for the recovery. 
“An approval of the economic recovery plan providing 
guarantee scheme for potential borrowers will increase 
the confidence of banks to guarantee the supply of 
credit and to increase lending,” says Mrs. Bibolli adding 
that, the economic recovery via the support from the 
KCGF shall be tailored for strategic economic sectors 
like production, export and green economy, in order to 
facilitate a structural shift in Kosovo’s economic 
structure. 

• While borrowers demanded moratorium, bank 
deposits in Kosovo marked a record of €4B

Dur ing the lockdown per iod,  bank industry 
experienced an unprecedented government decision 
over the moratorium. In this period banks were faced 
with a high concentration of demand for moratoriums 
that required a lot of human capacity and possible 
revision of internal procedures and online applications 
to meet the demand. “As expected, an increase in the 
non-performing loans was witnessed although 
relatively low during the two last quarters due to 
ongoing moratoriums offered. Due to a highly volatile 
economic outlook, expected credit losses previously 
calculated needed to be revisited to account for the 
uncertainty and scale of the pandemic,” says Mrs 
Bibolli.  She adds that, the economic downturn will 
likely continue in non-performing loans therefore banks 
also had to perform a reassessment of their existing 
loan portfolio to account for any increase in credit 
exposure and to allocate more capital to address the 
higher credit exposure. 

Interview with Mrs. Eriola Bibolli, member of the board of EIC



Visar Ramajli is a successful entrepreneur in Kosovo. He 
manages KIVO, a company that manufactures plastic 
bags, and with the qualitative work, his company has 
managed to export 100% of the production in to the EU 
market. The company is now number one exporter in 
Kosovo. 

Mr. Ramajli, took over the lead of EIC board, a year ago, 
and in our second volume of the EIC newsletter, we are 
bringing to you his experience with EIC and challenges 
faced during pandemic COVID19. 

Mr. Ramajli, you became the chairman of EIC board a 
year ago, how was this experience for you having in 
mind that EIC has under its umbrella over 20 large 
European businesses? 

“Since the moment I became the head of the board of 
EIC, it hasn’t been the best period, as the pandemic has 
caused many problems to our members and for the 
organization as well, making our work harder. All 
activities that included physical presence had to be 
canceled, including the regular EIC activities. 
Nevertheless, the council has played a crucial role 
during the pandemic, in addressing requirements and 
needs of our members towards the government,” says 
Mr. Ramajli. 

He states that in coordination with other economic 
chambers in Kosovo (KCC, AmCham Kosovo, KDWV) 
they addressed concerns of companies, and together 
they became a strong voice of businesses. According 
to him at the beginning of the cris is,  these 
organizations have done a great job, but changes in 
the political structures interrupted their work, and now 
with new institutions established, they continued 
regular meetings. 

The damage caused by the pandemic is evident, and 
Mr. Ramajli says that some sectors were hit harder. “We 
can see that our members and businesses in general are 
struggling to survive, and the future will be much harder 
as the pandemic hasn’t reached its end,” he says. By 
weakening purchasing power turnovers have declined 
in all sectors with no exception. Therefore, Mr. Ramalji 
suggests that the state should give a hand to 
businesses. 

He criticizes the prolongation in approving the 
economic recovery package. Despite the fact that this 
document is not perfect, he believes that it can provide 
a great assistance for businesses. “I wonder how our 
lawmakers make political calculations, and act 
irresponsible towards the country and enterprises 
which are a backbone of the economy of the country, 

they are postponing indefinitely the aid for businesses,” 
says Ramajli, and in the name of EIC he invites political 
parties to find a political consensus that would help the 
country to overcome the recession. 

Which are the consequences of the second wave of 
coronavirus? 

The second wave of coronavirus spread in Europe, 
inevitably is affecting businesses in Kosovo, in 
particular, those exporting to Europe. According to 
Visar Ramajli, the drop in demand from the EU market 
varies from 30% up to 60% and this puts businesses into 
an abyss, which could lead to bankruptcy. “This means 
for Kosovo a great loss,” he says.  

In the case of Kosovo, the impact is huge, having in 
consideration the fragile economy the country has. 

“If this trend continues, there will be employment 
shortage, and in worst cases companies will shut down, 
with no hope of returning to Kosovo. And this will 
become a burden for the national economy”–Visar 
Ramajli. 

The head of the board of EIC, recommends a new 
economic strategy for development in Kosovo, which 
would help the country in recovering and creating a 
sustainable development. “The moves taken by 
governmental institutions and other relevant actors for 
economic development, up until now didn’t have 
positive impact. From FDI perspective, Kosovo has the 
lowest percentage compared to others. At the same 
time, the structure of foreign investments neither 
creates long-term sustainability nor does it create 
stable jobs. From 2007, there were 3.2 billion Euros 
Foreign Direct Investments in Kosovo and 70% of these 
investments went to constructions. The negative trade 
balance needs to changes, says in the end of the 
interview, Visar Ramajli, the head of the board of EIC 
and an entrepreneur from Kosovo.
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Nevertheless, the banking sector even during the crisis 
has had satisfactory level of liquidity and was well 
capitalized. The deposit fund this year marked a record 
of nearly EUR 4 billion. According to deputy CEO of 
PCB, this is partially attributed to high amount of 
remittances received via formal channels (banks) due 
to less visits by Kosovo diaspora during pandemic. “The 
high level of liquidity in the banking sector is very 
important as with the approval of the new guarantee 
scheme, the sector is able to provide financing of 
borrowers credits immediately, without having the 
need to obtain funds from IFIs (international financial 
institutions), which usually are more expensive and 
ultimately, may affect lending prices and interest rate 
margins,” she says. 

On a narrow business stance, the shock of 2020 has 
underlined the importance of building resilience and 
reassessing business models.Our company culture has 
to  evolve around a dynamic and changing 
environment. Innovation, agility, technological 
progress and a well-prepared /motivated work force 
will increase the chances for resilience and value 
creation in the future.

“This crisis reminded us about broader humanistic 
prospects.  It illustrated how interrelated the word is 
and how depended we are on each other in good and 
bad times. We work and live in an ecosystem, with 
inbuilt fragilities and opportunities, where every one of 
us has something to offer. As such, our life and success 
is highly dependent on actions and ethics of self and 
others. Surviving critical times depends upon the 
contribution of each of us, regardless the industry or 
the role we play. Challenging and transformative times 
remind us to find ways to trust each other and to 
redefine business paradigms around ethics, care and 
purpose.” - Eriola Bibolli, Member of the Board of EIC 
and General Manager at PCB. 

What can be learned from the pandemic COVID 19, 
how can we do things differently which could have an 
economic and social impact? 

Mrs. Eriola Bibolli encourages every organization to 
think about how to best prepare for the post pandemic 
reality. A new paradigm of digitalization and agility will 
define the years to come, she says. Faced with the new 
situation, we witnessed an accelerated growth in 
digital transformation both from the banking sector 
and also from business clients who shifted their 
strategies in order to survive in the new environment 
and also find new opportunities in the market striving 
to retain and improve customer relations.

“The COVID-19 situation, therefore, has the potential to 
become a powerful catalyst for banks and businesses 
to address their rejuvenation needs. Customer 
relations are essential for all service providers and it 
should be in the center of attention during this period,” 
–Mrs. Eriola Bibolli. Therefore, if last year digitization 
was the key to resilience in the banking industry, this 
year, the unprecedented challenges posed by the 
Covid-19 outbreak make the digitization vital for 
survival.

At the end, here’s her message to EIC newsletter 
readers: 

Eriola Bibolli, Chief Executive Officer of ProCredit Bank Kosovo

Interview with Mrs. Eriola Bibolli, member of the board of EIC
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from Deloitte

November 20th, 2020, Pristina 

The programme “Technology fast 50” implemented in 
the Central Europe by Deloitte, for the first time this year 
they deliver the prize “Impact Star” and the company 
awarded this year is Asseco SEE, profiled on financial 
services and sofwaring.  The programme “Technology 
Fast 50” categorize companies in the region with fast 
growth. This programme makes ranking of 50 public 
and private technology firms, accordingly to their fast 
growth. “Impact Start” evaluates companies based on 
their products and excellent services, which have a 
positive impact on: the society, business, innovation, 
and environment. It also values the diversity on the 
work envirment between employees and emplyers, it 
also evaluates the development of assets and services. 
“We as a company are well known for our ambitions to 
grow and to have impact in the sociaty, and we are 
pleased that through this report our contribution in this 
conutry is acknowledged a little bit” says in a statement 
Asseco SEE, after receiving this award. 

ASSECO SEE receives the award “IMPACT STAR” 

ASSECO & Porsche Kosova

Porsche Kosova, is one of the companies of the 
world famous group Porsche Holding from 
Austria, one of the most successful companies in 
the sale and servicing of vehicles, owned by 
Volkswagen AG. Porsche is considered as one of 
the top brands globally, synonymous with 
tradition, exclusivity, innovation and quality; it 
also applies high world standards in Kosovo, 
while the professional staff is always ready to 
respond to customer requests. As a member of 
the group, in addition to direct vehicle orders 
from the manufacturer, Porsche Kosova has 
direct access to the group vehicle stock, which 
means fast and accurate delivery of vehicles to 
their customers. 

Porsche Kosova is an authorized importer for 
Volkswagen, Volkswagen Commercial vehicles, 
Skoda, SEAT and Porsche vehicles; Additionally, 
Po rs c h e  Ko s ova  h a s  t h e  p ro fe s s i o n a l 
Volkswagen vehicle servicing team, authorized 
to service and repair with the highest standards 
vehicles of brand Volkswagen, Volkswagen 
commercial vehicles, Skoda, SEAT and Audi. 
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